
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Since long time we already know that the role of philosophy is not to discover what is hidden,  
but to make visible what is precisely visible, that is to say,  

to reveal what is so near, what is so immediate, what is so closely linked to ourselves,  
that for exactly this reason we do not perceive it." (Michel Foucault) 

 

  



 

Τhe exhibitory event consists in presenting ideas/works of students  relevant to  the creation/construction/invention of new objects or  
selection or the modification of already existing objects, which will be designated/highlighted as “philosophical objects”. This is an 
educatioinal-initiatory/research plan, with ultimate aim for the participants to gain a certain awareness about recognizing and defining the 
philosophical element. The research query  this attempt refers to is dual and concerns in first place  the specification of the concept of 
“object”,  but also its philosophical quality or otherwise  the possibility and modalities of an object to be understood as philosophical, 
moreover  its possibility to be connected to the concept and  ways of the object. During this process, the relationship between philosophy 
and the concept of construction, representation and performance is stressed and investigated to some extent, linking this project with 
artistic and discursive forms, but also with an educational dynamics as a manifestation of practical philosophy and public expression. 
 
The exhibition itself is one of the phases of a research project integrating the systematic transcription of research process of the students 
from conception to investigation, from reflecting and exchanging remarks within the group to planning and from realization of objects to 
their presentation/exposure and finally, to an   a posteriori feedback discussion about the exhibition objects in function with the initial 
purpose & the intermediary procedures/synergies. Neither the aim of the exposition of “objects” prejudices nor the final exposition of 
objects validates an affirmative outlook on the initial queries; however a workshop is proposed: a walking discussion involving both the 
authors of the exhibition and visitors as they will be moving through and around the objects in order to clarify, understand or possibly 
reconstruct the routes, paradoxes and joints of the whole procedure till that moment.  A final step will be the creation of an e-book 
containing all material illustrating products and processes.  
 
Elena K. Theodoropoulou, May, 2015-2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EXHIBITION 

PHILOSOPHICAL OBJECTS 

3rst Cycle- 2017 

Items: 

 

1.  22±1    

 
series, -chromies, numberline, Vincent van Gogh. 
 

Ιmplementation: Nikos Segkos, Sofia Zacharatou 
2.  Attraction 

 
forms, movements, handlings, mannequin. 

                          Ιmplementation: Antigoni Stoidou, Artemis Vlamouli  
 

3.  Augenblick 

 

slow motion, cut, pelicula, video, eye. 
Ιmplementation: Katerina Pittarokoili 

4. If 

sound, mixage, spaces, lines. 

                                                                                                                                                   Ιmplementation: Katerina Kalligeri, Panagiota Mpelia  
5. Differentia 

 
expressions, gestures, mouths, a-rhythms. 



 

Ιmplementation: Maria Papadaki-Mpahouma 
6. Hetero 

 
space, things, pieces. 
 

Ιmplementation: Dimitris Laos, Panagiotis Varvaressos 
 

7. Na (e)nd 

 
educational, experiment, answers.  

Ιmplementation: Lambros Kolovos, Aggeliki  Malliarou, Xrisanthi Plesioti 
 

8. Natura 

 
plasticities, reflections, photo negatives, slides. 

Ιmplementation: Thanasis Chatzis  
 

9. (No) Exit 

 

Pinter, Sartre, Abramović, montage. 
 

Ιmplementation: Despoina Korologou, Korina Ioannidou  
 

10.   Ζero point 
 
talks, pardon, scenes, subtitles. 

Ιmplementation: Aggelos Kyriazis 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

11. «       » 

grids, sound corridor, entrance, Philosophical Objects, exit, sound corridor, grids. 

                                                                                                   Ιmplementation: Elena Nikolakopoulou, Fani Paraforou, Evgenia Patta, Katerina Renti 

 

 

 
 

 Participation of the «Laboratory of Art / Architecture in Public Life» : 
 

 
Love for beginnings is not fascination for origins. 
(2014, in progress) 
 
Performative archiving actions, super-8 films, newspapers, repetitions of a visit to the ruins of Eutrisia (1986).        
 
                                                           Supervision/Ιmplementation: Panos Kouros with: Lila Patrineli, Ghristoforos Marinos 
 
 

 Participation the Department of Plastic Arts and Sciences of Art, University of Ioannina 

Asymptoto  

video-art, successions, parasites, parallels 

                                                               Supervision: Manos Katsaris , Assistant Professor 

                                                   Laboratory Manager of Video-Audiovisual Arts 

Implementation:   Gregory Mirgiotis, Terpsi Kremali, Constantine Kotsis,                                                                                                                                                     
Emi Kavvadia, Gregory Markatos, Constantina  Papantonatou, Anastasia Agathou,  

Thomas Kontos 
                                                                                                    



 

 ACTORS 
 
“Laboratory of Research in Practical and Applied Philosophy” http://www.pse.aegean.gr/labs/eepef/ Department of Preschool Education Sciences 
and Educational Design / University of the Aegean 
  
Project’s Conception-Design-Organisation-Scientific Responsibility: Professor Elena K. Theodoropoulou 
 
Collaborating Laboratory: “Laboratory Art / Architecture in Public Sphere”   https://artpublicresearch.wordpress.com/ Architecture Department / 
University of Patras.  Responsible: Professor Panos Kouros 
  
Consulting-Observer: Emeritus Professor Alain Kerlan. Responsible of the 3rd Axe of the  ECP Laboratory  [Laboratoire de Recherche Éducation 
Cultures et Politiques] : Politiques de l’art et de la culture en éducation et de la formation / Université de Lumière Lyon2 
 
 
For the development and realization of the project have collaborated: 
 
Fani Paraforou, Postdoctoral Researcher, T.E.P.A.E.S., University of the Aegean 
Elena Nikolakopoulou, Mphil of National and Kapodistrian University of Athens 
 
 
The    «Philosophical Objects» were implemented by: 
 
Thanasis Chatzis, Korina Ioannidou, Katerina Kalligeri, Lambros Kolovos, Despoina Korologou, Aggelos Kyriazis, Dimitris Laos, Aggeliki Malliarou, 
Panagiota Mpelia, Maria Papadaki-Mpahouma, Katerina Pittarokoili, Xrisanthi Plesioti, Nikos Segkos, Antigoni Stoidou, Panagiotis Varvaressos, 
Artemis Vlamouli, Sofia Zacharatou 
 
students of T.E.P.A.E.S., University of the Aegean 
 
The meta-Philosophical-Object was implemented by: 
 
Elena Nikolakopoulou, Fani Paraforou, Eugenia Patta, M.ed., University of the Aegean, Katerina Renti, M.ed., Open University of Cyprus .    
   
      Copyright : Research on Practical and Applied Philosophy, L.R.P.A.Ph.     http://www.pse.aegean.gr/labs/eepef/                             
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